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Everybody who has been paying attention knows that the war on Syria is not a civil war, that
it was and is externally-orchestrated, perpetrated, and sustained, and that the on-going
catastrophe was avoidable.

The U.S Empire and its NATO accomplices, including Canada, are entirely responsible for the
carnage and the on-going holocaust. Western open sources acknowledge all of this.

What people may not realize is that the War against Syria and its peoples started well
before the violence erupted.  Regime-Change Wars, which are Supreme International War
Crimes, do not just “happen”.  (Just as preparations for the war against Afghanistan, the first
country to be attacked post-9/11, occurred well in advance of 9/11).

In the following episode of  Janice Kortkamp’s “Face To Face”,  she walks us through a
timeline[1] of war preparations that Washington, its allies, and their agencies – the real
“brutal  dictators”–  engaged  in  to  prepare  the  ground  for  their  overt  war  crimes  and
terrorism against non-belligerent, sovereign, Syria.

Notice that Empire is using similar strategies in its war-making against Venezuela, Iran, and
beyond. It is vilifying the respective governments’ leadership, it is waging economic warfare
against them, and it is preparing proxy terrorist forces for ground invasions.

In Iran, as with Syria, the same terrorists that the West supports – including ISIS and al
Qaeda[2] – will  be used as pretexts for invasion, as forces for destroying Iran, and as
pretexts to justify enlargements to the domestic police/surveillance state apparatus in North
America.

*
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